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To work within an organization that allows me to utilize my educational experience, 
school system knowledge and organizational skills, while offering opportunities for 
advancement.

EXPERIENCE

Full-Time Retail Clerk
ABC Corporation - 2008 – 2009

 Greet customers and ascertain what each customer wants or needs.
 Describe merchandise and explain use, operation, and care of 

merchandise to customers.
 Recommend, select, and help locate or obtain merchandise based on 

customer needs and desires.
 Answer questions regarding the store and its merchandise.
 Answer customer inquiries or explain cost, availability, policies, and 

procedures Assign dressing room facilities, locker space, or clothing 
containers to patrons Monitor patrons facility use to ensure that rules 
and regulations are followed, and safety and order are maintained 
Stock shelves, racks, cases, bins, and tables with new or transferred 
merchandise.

 Receive, open, unpack and issue sales floor merchandise.
 Take inventory or examine merchandise to identify items to be 

reordered or replenished.

Retail Clerk 
ABC Corporation - 2005 – 2008

 Welcome customers by greeting them; offering them assistance.
 Directs customers by escorting then to racks and counters; 

suggesting items.
 Advises customers by providing information on products.
 Help customer make selections by building customer confidence; 

offering suggestions and opinions.
 Documents sales by creating or updating customers profile records.
 Processes payments by totaling purchases; processing checks, cash 

and store or other credits cards.
 Professional.

EDUCATION

 Diploma - 2006(Blue Cliff College - Lafayette, LA)
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SKILLS

Goal Oriented, Willingness to Learn, Clear Communication, Attentiveness,Time 
Management,.
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